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Abstract:In most digital cameras, pain pill Color Filter Array (CFA) pictures square measure captured and demosaicing is 

mostly disbursed before compression. Recently, it absolutely was found that compression-first schemes exceed the 

traditional demosaicing-first schemes in terms of output image quality. underneath this new strategy, digital cameras will 

have a less complicated style and lower power consumption as computationally significant processes like demosaicing is 

disbursed in an offline powerful laptop computer. AN economical prediction-based lossless compression theme for pain 

pill CFA image is planned. It exploits a context matching technique to rank the neighboring constituents once predicting a 

pixel, AN adaptational color distinction estimation theme to get rid of the color spectral redundancy once handling red 

and blue samples, and an adaptational Rice secret writing technique for coding the prediction residues. during this 

compression theme, CFA image is split into two sub-images: an inexperienced sub-image, that contains all inexperienced 

samples of the CFA image and a non-green sub-image, that holds the red and therefore the blue samples. The 

inexperienced sub-image is coded 1st and therefore the non-green sub-image follows supported the inexperienced sub-

image as a reference. to cut back the spectral redundancy, the non-green sub-image is processed within the color 

distinction domain whereas the inexperienced sub-image is processed within the intensity domain as a reference for the 

color distinction content of the non-green sub-image. each sub-image square measure processed information scan 

sequence with the planned context matching primarily based prediction technique to get rid of the special dependency. 

The prediction residue planes of the 2 sub-images square measure then entropy encoded consecutively with the planned 

realization theme of adaptational Rice code. Experimental results show that the planned compression theme will 

effectively and with efficiency scale back the redundancy in each special and color spectral domains. As compared with 

the present lossless CFA image secret writing schemes, the planned theme provides the most effective compression 

performance. In some high-end photography applications, like industrial poster production, original CFA pictures square 

measure needed for manufacturing prime quality full-color pictures directly. In such cases, lossless compression of CFA 

pictures is important. 

Index Terms—RGB 2 CFA n CFA 2 RGB Conversion, Prediction based Lossless Compression scheme. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Digital imaging devices became common over the standard film cameras and are wide embedded in client natural philosophy 

starting from the traditional digital cameras to pocket devices, to mobile phones, and imaging devices for automotive and police 

work applications. it's thus not a surprise that digital capturing capabilities are needed nowadays additionally in a very big 

selection of applications, like laptop vision, medical imaging, astronomy, etc. To capture the image scene, digital cameras use 

image sensors, typically Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) or Complementary Metal chemical compound Semiconductor (CMOS) 

sensors. Following the tricolor theory of chromatic vision, AN whimsical color is matched by superimposing applicable amounts 

of three primary colors i.e., Red (R), inexperienced (G) and Blue (B). Since device could be a monochromatic device, skilled 
digital cameras acquire color data victimization 3 sensors with Red (R), inexperienced (G) and Blue (B) color filters having 

completely different spectral transmittances. it's far-famed that the device is typically the foremost dearly-won element of the 

photographic camera taking from 100% to twenty-fifth of the full price of the device. Therefore, photographic camera makers 

scale back price and complexness employing a single CCD or CMOS device with a color filter array. victimization this hardware 

answer, every picture element of the raw, CFA image has its own spectrally selective filter. the arrangements of color filters 

within the CFA vary between the camera makers that use not solely RGB CFAs, however, the patterns with complementary Cyan 

(C), Magenta (M), Yellow (Y) colors, or four-color CFAs shaped through mixed primary (RGB) and complementary (CMY) 

colors or the color primaries and the fourth – spectrally shifted color are within the use also. Among these, the Empiric pattern [1] 

(see figure-1.1) is usually used owing to the simplicity of the next process steps. This pattern contains double as several G parts 

compared to R or B parts reflective the very fact that the spectral response of G filters is near the brightness response of a human 

sensory system. Since every color picture element of the Empiric CFA image contains solely one mensuration, the 2 missing 

color parts should be calculable from the adjacent pixels. This method is termed CFA demosaicing [2, 3, 4] and is an integral 
component in single-sensor imaging. reckoning on the demosaicing algorithmic rule used, the price of the device also because the 

quality of the output will vary considerably. 
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II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

JPEG2000 is that the latest algorithmic rule from the JPEG social control cluster for still image compression. JPEG (Joint 
Photographic Specialists Group) may be a compression algorithmic rule appropriate for grayscale or color pictures, like 

continuous-tone images that contain additional detail will be reproduced on-screen or in print. JPEG is lossy, which implies that it 

removes image knowledge and will cut back image quality, however, it tries to cut back file size with the minimum loss of 

knowledge. It can do a lot of smaller file sizes than nothing compression. JPEG2000 [7, 8] is that the new series of standards from 

the JPEG committee. the first normal for digital pictures (IS 10918-1, popularly said as JPEG) was developed with the key 

increase in engineering since then, and much of analysis, a replacement normal has been projected capable of handling more 

aspects than merely creating the digital image files as tiny as attainable. 

III. PRAPOSED SYSTEM 

haven't any text to check? haven't any text to check? Click "Select Samples”. Structure of projected compression scheme 

(prediction based mostly lossless CFA compression scheme) is shown within the figures four.1(Encoder) and four.2(Decoder). 

Initial the CFA image is split into 2 sub-images: an inexperienced sub-image that contains all inexperienced samples of the CFA 

image and a non-green sub-image that holds the red and the blue samples. The inexperienced sub-image is coded initial and the 

non-green sub-image follows supported the inexperienced sub-image as reference. to scale back the spectral redundancy, the non-

green sub-image is processed in color distinction domain whereas the inexperienced sub-image is processed within the intensity 

domain as a reference for color distinction content of the non-green sub-image each sub-images area unit processed in formation 

scan sequence with the projected context matching based mostly prediction technique to get rid of the abstraction dependency. 
The prediction residue planes of the 2 sub pictures area unit then entropy encoded consecutive with the projected realization 

theme of adjective Rice committal to writing.  

IV. COMPRESSION OF BAYER COLOR FILTER ARRAY (CFA) 

A CFA image is first interpolated via a demosaicing process to form a full color image before being compressed for storage. 

Figure 1.2a shows the workflow of this imaging chain. Some reports [5, 6] indicated that such a demosaicing-first scheme was 

inefficient in a way that the demosaicing process always introduced some redundancy which should eventually be removed in the 

following compression step. 

 Thus, an alternative processing sequence which carries out compression before demosaicing as shown in figure 1.2b is 

used in this work. 

 

Figure 1.2:    Single-sensor camera imaging chain 

a. the demosaicing - first scheme and 

b. the compression - first scheme 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Motivation 

 

Have no text to check? don't have any text to check? Click "Select Samples”. Image compression has been changing into more 

and more necessary with the event of aviation, communications, net and area techniques; particularly lossless compression 

becomes indispensable once there's no loss of data is tolerable like medical image, remote sensing, image archiving, and satellite 

communications and then on. Compression quantitative relation and bit distortion continuously contradict one another,  
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Therefore, the techniques following for higher compression quantitative relation with less distortion even while not info loss has 

been one in every of the favored analysis problems in compression. Out of the 2 approaches, i.e., demosaicing initial and 

compression initial schemes, demosaicing-first process sequence was inefficient in a very means that the 

demosaicing method continuously introduced some redundancy that ought to eventually be removed within the following 

compression step. Thus, an alternate process sequence that carries out compression before demosaicing has 

been planned. beneath this new strategy, digital cameras will have an easier style associate degreed lower power consumption as 
computationally serious processes like demosaicing is allotted in an offline powerful laptop computer. This motivates the demand 

of CFA compression schemes. 

b) Objectives 

Image information compression is a vital element of camera style and photography. it's quite simply a difficulty of storage 

and information measure, however rather to be thought of considering overall system performance 

and practicality, notably in relevancy color demosaicing.This new style permits lossless compression of color filter 

array information. Moreover, the compression performance results of planned technique area unit compared with 

existing lossless CFA compression techniques.In brief, objective of this project is 

 To convert full color RGB image to acetylsalicylic acid CFA image. 

 To compress the CFA image by victimization prediction primarily based lossless compression theme. 

 To compare experimental results with existing techniques. 

 

c) Organization of the project 
Various existing lossless compression schemes like JPEG2000 (Joint Photographic Specialists Group), JPEG-LS (Joint 

Photographic specialists cluster - Lossless) and LCMI (Lossless Compression of Color Mosaic Images) area 
unitmentioned well in chapter two. This chapter conjointly presents the comparison between these lossless CFA compression 

schemesto induce a CFA image, a real color RGB image is to be sub sampled per anodyne CFA pattern. anodyne CFA style, 

conversion of full color RGB image to anodyne CFA image and conversion of anodyne CFA to full color RGB area 

unitmentioned in chapter three. 

Prediction primarily based lossless compression theme as well as algorithms for every module like handling of 

an inexperienced plane & non-green plane in CMBP (Context Matching primarily based Prediction) and 

color distinction estimation area unit projected in Chapter four of the project. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

Have no text to check? don't have any text to check? Click "Select Samples”. The algorithms are evaluated with 

seven pictures from the JPEG 2000 look at set, covering varied varieties of representational process. the photographs “bike” 

(2048x2560) and “cafe” (2048x2560) area unit natural, “cmpnd1” (512x768) and “chart” (1688x2347) area unit compound 

documents consisting of text, images and special effects, “aerial2” (2048x2048) is associate degree aerial photography, “target” 
(512x512) may be a computer-generated image associate degreed “us” (512x448) an ultra-scan. of these pictures have a depth 

of eight bits per peel. Table 4.1 summarizes the lossless compression potency for all the look at image. 

 

Reduced size in MB JPEG200 LPEG-LS LCMI PCFA 

bike 1.77 1.84 1.61 1.66 

cafe 1.49 1.57 1.36 1.44 

cmpnd1 3.77 6.44 3.23 6.02 

chart 2.60 2.82 2.00 2.41 

aerial2 1.47 1.51 1.43 1.48 

target 3.76 3.66 2.59 8.70 

us 2.63 3.04 2.41 2.94 

average 2.50 2.98 2.09 3.52 

Table 4.1: Reduced size of images after compression 
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Execution times 

for 

decompression 

JPEG200 
LPEG-

LS 
LCMI PCFA 

bike 3.7 1.0 0.7 0.9 

cafe 4.0 1.0 0.7 1.0 

cmpnd1 6.7 1.0 1.6 2.2 

chart 4.0 1.0 0.9 1.2 

aerial2 4.1 1.0 0.7 0.8 

target 3.9 1.0 0.9 1.3 

Us 3.9 1.0 0.7 1.1 

average 4.3 1.0 0.9 1.2 

Table 4.2: Execution times of decompression 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  

A lossless compression theme for analgesic CFA pictures is planned. This theme separates a CFA image into 

an inexperienced sub-image and a non-green sub-image so encodes them individually with prophetic cryptography. The 

prediction is administrated within the intensity domain for the inexperienced sub-image whereas it'sadministrated within 

the color distinction domain for the non-green sub-image. In each case, a context matching technique is employed to rank the 
neighboring elements of a element for predicting the present sample worth of the pixel. The prediction residues originated from 

the red, the green, and the blue samples of the CFA pictures area unit then individually encoded 

by mistreatment adjective rice cryptography technique. 
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